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Sample output2: I want the above line(s) combined into one string, so the code should output this: .
A: Here's a solution: #!/usr/bin/env python3 import re regexp = r'''(?:^|(?English: is a small, run
down piece of land that seemed to have been nothing but burnt fields in the past. The year is 2261
and as the opening subtitles tell us, "Global warming and widespread famine have virtually
eliminated the human population in this area. Insects have taken over as the dominant species on
the planet. In fact the title character has the distinction of being the first human being to set foot on
the Moon. The Earth, is currently inhabited by a swarm of humanity-ravaging insects." Desmond
becomes the unwilling pilot of a spaceship which is being secretly developed by the government as a
weapon against the insect plague.The heroine is the 'attention-grabbing' insect-vivisector, Miss
Kane. She is also the secret love object of Desmond. Also known as: Simians: The Story of the Lost
World (The Works of JG Ballard), Title : Simians: The Story of the Lost World (The Works of JG Ballard)
Language : English Format : DVD Subtitle : English, Chinese, Korean, French, Arabic, Indonesian,
Portuguese Overall : Just enough action, splendor and violence to hold your interest. In most war
films the good guys clean up the battlefield and the bad guys get their comeuppance. In the good
guys’ version of these war films, the good guys always win. In Simians, the good guys usually lose.
Simians, written by (JG) Ballard in the late 1970 0cc13bf012
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1.33:1Â .Juvenile refractory ascites: a unique case
with recurrent chylous ascites after spontaneous
resolution. Refractory ascites that does not
respond to medical therapy is rare in children. The
authors report a case of a 3-year-old girl with
refractory ascites. Hematological and laboratory
investigations, as well as radiologic study, were
performed to try to elucidate the etiology. Finally,
the authors diagnosed her as having congenital
refractory peritoneal lymphangiectasis. The
diagnosis was confirmed by histopathologic
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examination and lymphangiography. Congenital
lymphangiectasia might be a unique cause of
refractory ascites.List of E.U. countries by current
account balance This article lists the balance of
the E.U. current account for each European Union
(EU) member country. Current account balance of
the European Union (EU27) Due to the lack of a
common currency in the EU, the EU countries'
"permanent currency" is the euro. All member
states have reported the current account balance
as of 1 July of each given year, and there is no
time lag between the reporting of the data. Data
is reported to the yearly period of the E.U.
Financial reporting standards (IFRS), i.e. the
reporting period ends on the last day of the month
following that of the end of the financial year. The
data is presented using PPP (purchasing power
parity), or PPP-DE, i.e. it takes into account the
differences in prices across Europe, which would
otherwise lead to a significant difference in what
these countries actually have on a monthly basis.
Balance of the European Union (EU27) as % of
GDP (based on GDP estimates of The World Bank)
The table below shows the reported balance of the
current account of the EU, as % of GDP. Balance
of the European Union (EU27)
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